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REFLECTION
FROM SHANHZAI CITY TO MAKER CITY
The story starts from one commercial area in Shenzhen named Huaqiangbei, where electronic markets agglomerate. In Huaqiangbei, every component of electronic devices could be easily found at cheap price. People are always saying that one iPhone could be easily assembled just at the expense around 100 euro here. Since it has a rich resource in term of hardware, this market attracts thousands of people coming here for business every day, even lots of businessmen from overseas. It earned a fame in the past twenty years for cheap, varieties and quality of electronic components. However, its influence does not limit to attracting businessmen involved in manufacturing production but also become a paradise for a special group people, makers. Makers are group people who love to create things in their spare time (often electronic, often with their own hands), also called Hobbyists. Most of them are involved in open hardware and hardware hacking electronics.
SHEN
The Silicon Valley

(Wired, 2016)
of hardware could be told by one map (Figure 1.1(Seeed Studio)) made by Seeed Studio, which is the biggest hardware supply chain providers for makers. As this map shows, different electronic components, such as sensors, LCD screens, lights, accessories for game players and mobile phone accessories could be easily obtained in these markets. In the documentary produced by Wired Magazine UK, Huaqiangbei in Shenzhen is called as the Silicon Valley of Hardware (WIRED, 2016).
1.1 NEW PHENOMENON IN SHENZHEN

The growing number of Makers in Shenzhen contributes to emerging of Makerspaces in Shenzhen. Makerspace is the community center for makers who have common interests, often in computers, machining, technology, science, digital art and electronic art to meet, socialize and collaborate. The first makerspace in Shenzhen is called Chaihuo Makerspace which is found by Australian Maker, Mitch Davis and Hao Pan who is also the founder of Seeed Studio. This makerspace functions as incubator for people who are interested in hardware design (Ying et al., 2015). In 2015, president Li Keqiang visited this makerspace and thought it was a good example of “mass innovation” and “mass entrepreneurship” (two ideas he proposed during 2014 The summer Davos Forum).

Later State council released the Action Guidance on Developing Makerspace to Promote the Mass Innovation and Mass Entrepreneurship (The State Concil of the People’s Republic of China, 2015). Corresponding to this action plan, Shenzhen government released the Three Year Action Plan on Promoting Maker Movement in Shenzhen from 2015 to 2017 after President Li Keqiang visited the Chaihuo Makerspace. Accordingly, Shenzhen Municipality Government aims to give an incentive to the development of makerspace through subsidy and expects to build 200 makerspaces by 2017(Shenzhen Municipal Government, 2015). After that, the number of makerspaces Shenzhen witnessed a sharp increase and majority of them locate in original SEZ (Shenzhen Economic Zone).
Categorized as new typology of innovation space by National Government, this maker movement in Shenzhen is used as economical tool for economic and innovation development. By integrating this makerspace in its innovation policy, Shenzhen government tries to increase its influence to international scope which means global city and creative city. Although innovation is the keyword when Deng Xiaoping set the mission of Shenzhen, it did not become the focus until Deng Xiaoping’s second visit in Guangdong Province in 1990s. Shanzhai Culture in manufacturing especially in phone industry facilitated the building up of solid and complete manufacturing industry. At same time, industry change and innovation strategy in Shenzhen also influenced urban planning, which is used as functional and economic tool for urban development.
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This emerging phenomenon provides a starting point for further discussion and in following content, the governmental vision change in history will be discussed first and later its influence on people mainly migrants. Then how urban planning and innovation policy responded to this governmental goal shift will be explained along with its spatial expression. These two aspects will lie in the macro scale discussion of urban development. After this scale discussion, micro scale discussion related to urban redevelopment mechanism will be explored and directly linked to people and the space where they live. The meso scale is the scale this research will tackle, however, is missing in current urban planning.

1.2 INNOVATION CITY, NEW CITY VISION

In 1978, SEZ was established as the window to the world, which was expected to become the bridge of world and inland China. At that time, Deng Xiaoping set the mission of Shenzhen, as “a window to technology, management, knowledge and foreign policy. Through the zones, we can import technology, acquire knowledge, and learn about management, which is also a form of knowledge” (Koolhaas et al., 2001). However, until 1994 the Shenzhen Master Plan, High Technology Industry was not emphasized by Shenzhen Government. Since 1980, ‘three-plus-one’ trade model which mixes custom manufacturing with materials, designs or samples and compensation trade facilitated the industrial development and industrialization process in Shenzhen.
Figure 1.2 Innovation City Ranking in China

source: Forbes China, 2016
During that period, majority of investors in Shenzhen were from Hong Kong seeking for low land cost and cheap labor forces. Later when facing the challenge from loss of advantages in policy and expense in term of industry, the experimentation spirit and geographical proximity to Hong Kong gave Shenzhen an opportunity to change from Foreign Based Investment Model to Innovation Based Model. Shenzhen sets the urban vision of National Innovation City from 1994 and local enterprises became dominant as the result of government’s innovation strategy in facilitating R&D development. It was reckoned as the first innovation city by National Government in 2006 indicates a new innovation development trend and local companies such as Huawei, Tencent became giants in their business scopes benefiting from the governmental policy (You et al., 2011).

As Figure 1.2 indicates, Shenzhen ranks the first by Forbes China in term of innovation development in 2016 and pearl river delta where it locates is stated as local enterprise based innovation model, which is in alliance with local government’s strategy. President Li Keqiang proposed two ideas on innovation, “mass innovation” (大众创新) and “mass entrepreneurship” (万众创业) in 2014 and he visited one makerspace named Chaihuo Makerspace in Shenzhen one year later. After his visit, he stated that “Making and creating is no longer a privilege reserved for the elites but an opportunity afforded to the greater majority”.

Accordingly, Shenzhen government later released Action Plan on Promoting Development of Makers in Shenzhen from 2015 to 2017 which aimed at building 50 makerspaces each year and reaching 200 makerspaces in total by 2017 (Shenzhen Municipal Government, 2015). This ambitious objective goes with the new regeneration projects agenda in Shenzhen which aims at changing the function of 30 km² land in whole Shenzhen area and 12.5 km² of them will be in old industry area and urban villages (Shenzhen Planning Bureau, 2016).

This gentrification process of city shows the space demanding in term of attracting new people, high technique industry and new space for innovation city development. However, it also leads to the social-economic transformation which has close linkage to rural migrants population in Shenzhen. Shifting employment base and urban space transformation foster the process of social exclusion while rural migrants are forced out of the city center. What is happening is totally contrast to what Shenzhen Government was always marketing itself in the past 30 years.
1.3 CITY OF COMINGS AND GOINGS

30 years’ urban development in Shenzhen witnessed the both population and industry change and now Shenzhen becomes an emerging global city in China and it is famous for its huge number of migrants in China even worldwide. However, it is not a migrant city 30 years ago. In 1979, population of Shenzhen was just about 314.1 thousand people, of which 0.48% is migrants. 35 years witnessed the dramatic urban change in Shenzhen and population of it reaches 10.78 million, of which 69.6% is migrants now (Shenzhen Statistics Bureau, 2015). Benefiting from such demographic dividend, economic development of Shenzhen city enjoys a remarkable increase but also brings the challenge to urban management. There is one famous slogan in Shenzhen, “once you come Shenzhen, you become a Shenzhener”. Such marketing slogan initialed by Shenzhen Government creates a good image that Shenzhen is a migrant friendly city as Image indicates.
Nevertheless, this image changed with the governmental vision shifting from FDI-led to Innovation-Led. This transformation could be both observed from transformation of industry structure in Shenzhen and also comparison of employment base of old/new generation of migrant workers. The figure 1.3.1 indicates the three different phases in Shenzhen Urban Development and we could clearly see that the industry area is increasing along with its take-up in total GDP of Shenzhen. Service Industry is expected to increase because of blessing from the new urban planning vision but still less than the manufacturing industry. Moreover, generation shift happened in work-force of Shenzhen while over five million migrants are under 30-year-old taking up 66.1% of migrant of Shenzhen (Wang, 2014). This happens not only in age distribution but also in employment base as Figure 1.3.2 shows. People working in manufacturing is sharply increasing among new generation migrant workers while working in construction industry becomes a less favorable choice (Shenzhen Statistics Bureau, 2015).

The term Shanzhai originally referred to cheap copycats of brand products and electronic devices, particularly mobile phones that took the name of ai-phone, Nokia and Samsong, but is now increasingly applied to the entire Open Manufacture system developed in Shenzhen in the last thirty years as an ad-hoc model based on easy and open access to electronic components, ready to produce key solutions ‘open boards’ and a network of relationships and providers (Tese and Huang, 2009).
1.4 SHANZhai, THE KEY IN MANUFACTURING OF SHENZHEN

With such population change, the industrial transformation in Shenzhen is gradually shifting from simple manufacturing in 1980’s, such as TV or Radio to high technology such as mobile phone. Later during 2000’s, local technology companies start to boom up until now Shenzhen government intends to bring more technology start-ups in, relating to Virtual Reality, 3D printing and Smart Hardware, et.al. The entire evolution of Innovation models in Shenzhen faces four different stages, from copycat (late 90s), to DIY culture (early 2010s), to amateurism in innovation(2010s), and ultimately to the so-called ‘design-in-China’(now) as Figure 1.4.1 shows.
Shenzhen owns a rich resource of cheap and good quality hardware which makes the industry connection easier compared to developed countries where manufacturing is outsourcing to developing countries and IT industry is well developed. The shifting from manufacturing to High-Technique Industry has a close relationship to the existing grassroots model in Shenzhen named Shanzhai model. When Shenzhen municipal government decided to upgrade the industry, Shanzhai which means copycats of brand products and electronic devices and but in much cheaper prices, especially in phones market where Nokia and Samsung are always become the target, became a widespread phenomenon in Shenzhen. Shanzhai Innovation at that time means easy copycat of successful goods in market (David, 2014). 30 years witnessed the widespread of Shanzhai Model from electronic devices market to whole manufacturing industry. Meanwhile, it goes beyond production as Lam (2016) emphasized, “Shanzhai model is increasing by applied to the entire open manufacture system development developed in Shenzhen as an ad-hoc model based on easy and open access to electronic components, ready to produce key solutions ‘open boards’ and a network of relationships and providers. It is more than copycat and products made by that way are even better than original brands”. Benefiting from this Shanzhai model, Shenzhen is so called “Silicon Valley of hardware” (2016) in the documentary published by Wired which indicates the rich resource of hardware in Shenzhen after years of manufacturing development.
1.5 SHANZHAI COMMUNITY

Although Shanzhai model is supposed to be the main driver of transforming the aging manufacturing into advanced industry production, two main group of this maker movement, one consists of entrepreneurs and companies who used to base on a copycat strategy of brand products, and the other a more international-oriented maker community do not share same values in this process. They are supposed to use the value of “open innovation”. In fact, Rare collaboration happens between these two communities. For Shanzhai community, this kind of open innovation means “total deregulation and a kind of coopetition that poorly masks fierce competition” when makers still struggle with ‘open’ and ‘closed’ commons (David, 2014). These two values are somehow merged by official definition of maker which would more functional and manufacturing based. However, this could be an opportunity for future development of maker movement in China about the value of open innovation.

CONCLUSION

Governmental vision change influenced the industry structure and employment base of migrants, however, brings the opportunity of grassroot innovation model which is called Shanzhai Model. However, in macro scale, rural migrants are not welcomed by Shenzhen municipal government in term of education level, skill they obtained and high mobility.
1.6 URBAN PLANNING, THE DRIVER OF SOCIAL ECONOMIC TRANSFORMATION

Meanwhile, Urban planning was applied as the main tool to foster the industry upgrading and transformation. Shenzhen economic zone is a political decision and is often cited as a modern miracle. Certainly based upon all economic indicators and the popular visual representations, Shenzhen seems to be a city with standard modern qualities that transformed from the “land of fish and rice” into its glittering present form all within two decades. From an urban planning point of view, Shenzhen’s first and successive Comprehensive Master Plans are based on classical Soviet-influenced centrally controlled master planning. The rigid formal planning resulted in an essentially linear city along a single coastal transportation spine named Shennan Grand Boulevard (Du, 2010).

The original 1986 Master Plan of Shenzhen Special Economic Zone planned for a population of one million by the year 2000. The 1989 Comprehensive General Planning Modification of Shenzhen Special Economic Zone tried to keep up with faster-than-predicted growth by changing the planning to accommodate for 1.5 million residents. Yet the population of Shenzhen stood at ten million in 2000 (Du, 2010). Shenzhen City starts growing from SEZ but Shenzhen government did not expect that it could grow so fast. Block and zoning were used as main spatial design element for guiding the urban growth of the city in the very first planning and industry park which is originally from the
Torch Program has been implemented as a
innovation property model for changing the
function of city. It represents “a pluralistic
urban environment of natural and man-
made scenic wonders built according to the
function of the block” (Koolhaas et al., 2001).
However, this zoning system continues being
applied in following urban master-plan which
is purely functional and economy driven.

1.7 INFRASTRUCTURE AS PLANNING ELEMENT

Later Shenzhen started developing city to
follow the main infrastructures. So main
infrastructures were used as main extension
tools to develop city and later small centers
were designed along the main roads. Also
industry typology follows this trend by main
infrastructures from city center to periphery
area. Meanwhile, it gave an indication that
rural migrant workers follow this trend to
go from city center to periphery areas. High
speed urban expansion leads to the fast
urbanisation of agricultural lands and left
only village lands, later becoming urban
villages in these new centers which could
be clearly seen from the map 1.7. Mixture of
industry and urban villages in these center
has a profoundly negative impact because
the strict speperation of prodution and
live leads to almost no vitality in these city
centers. Infrastructure provides the guidance
for larger framework and barely public space
and small scale urban planning and design
are considered (Li, 2016).
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MAP OF URBAN VILLAGES DISTRIBUTION IN SHENZHEN
creative districtes mainly exist in the old city district as urban regeneration projects. Later it does not really work in fostering the innovation development national wide, more relating to business and commercial purpose. It does give certain urban vitality to city and this commercial atmosphere brings commercial activities and tourists.

Widespread grassroots experimentations are represented in the third level of innovation activities. It is typified by adaptive activity in non-commercial sphere. Much of the activity currently occurring in online communities is not aimed at profiteering, but rather functions as informal and amateur incubation. The third level is conspicuous by its risk culture. It is this willingness to take risks that makes it an incubator for the market. Networked social communities are sites of rapid experimentation, drawing on the ingenuity. Success of this level is not measured by economic success but by its impact. Maker movement apparently lies in this level of innovation and it brings new type of space in city center for community building (Keane, 2016).

1.8 REVIEW OF HISTORY OF INNOVATION POLICY


This phase is the first level of innovation
activities in China and the ideology behind these policies is centralization of intellectual property and advocating collective thinking. Such ideology is reflected on the industrial blocks which is normally gated and fenced to prevent integration.

2006, National Government released Middle and Long-term National Plan for Science and Technology Development 2006-

2020. In this national plan, three different types of innovation methods have been mentioned (Saunders and Kingsley, 2016).
- Original Innovation
- Integrated Innovation
- Re-Innovation Based on Assimilation and Absorption of Imported Technology

This policy indicates that China’s national innovation system struggles to balance its need to utilize source of technology with a desire to nurture home grown innovation. Later, booming of “cultural and creative industries” led to rising number of urban regeneration projects national wide. However, innovation in that phase as mentioned before has close relationship to business and prefer safe model without bringing new ideas in. It indicates the trend decentralization of intellectual property.

2008, China started to advocate the S&T centered initiatives regarding entrepreneurship centric innovation projects.

2014, Two ideas were proposed by Present Li Keqiang, Mass Entrepreneurship and Mass Innovation. These slogans on innovation
indicates national government tends to link grassroots makers to national wealth (Bound and Saunders, 2016).

2015, Li Keqiang stated, “Making and creating is no longer a privilege reserved for the elites but an opportunity afforded to the greater majority of people.” Although mass entrepreneurship contributes to open innovation and makes innovation available to grassroots actors, national attention on makers kind of formalized makers movement.


With the change of innovation policy in China, the way how public could access to innovation has also been transformed. Zoning still plays an important role in urban development and especially innovation district for innovation development is only available for people who have permission for entering. This approach indicates that government seriously controlled the innovation resource and imposes this collective way of thinking for national benefit. Later, industry parks and science parks are built for business purposes and tend to be safe and profit based. However, it indicates the shifting from collective thinking to individual thinking. The appearance of makerspace actually liberates the people from mass production and empower the people through. When government tries to promote individual thinking though this maker movement, it is for economic purpose which tries to connect individual wealth to national wealth through liberating the internal capital and ideas from Chinese individuals.
In current regional development, urban planning is the main driver of space transformation through infrastructure and industry park development, bringing in new space and new function. However, new innovation space is emerging in city which is makerspace benefiting from Shanzhai culture in Shenzhen. Ideology behind this new space is conflict with the current planning approach which is collective based for collective wealth. When Shenzhen government tries finance the development of makerspaces, is space approach such as design principles needed for that? What is the role of urban planning and design could play in it?

In order to answer these questions, urban structure, the urban regeneration model and typology in Shenzhen will be discussed.
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1.9 URBAN STRUCTURE AND TYPOLOGY

Current Shenzhen could be divided into three kinds of spaces. Original SEZ area could be seen as creative city where creative industries gather and majority of regeneration projects happened. Post-industry area is seeing transformation and used to be production-based but functions are increasing and some regeneration projects are happening. Production city is mainly manufacturing-based and majority of urban villages exist here. Industry area and urban villages are mixed and some industry parks exist. New centers are connected.
with SEZ area by infrastructure. As Google Earth Maps show, zoning planning system makes urban space function as patches and different typologies are segregated by infrastructures. Road is mainly used for transportation purpose. In the production city, main typologies are urban villages, factory area and industry park. More typologies could be observed in post-industry city, such as high-rise residential area and shopping mall. SEZ contains the most typologies and shopping mall, public buildings such as library, sports center and amusement park. Typologies in some certain represent the life quality in different cities.

1.10 URBAN REGENERATION MODEL

Another important factor in fostering the urban social-economic transformation in micro level is urban regeneration happening in Shenzhen. Urban regeneration projects mostly happen in urban villages and old factories areas where rural migrants live and work. As the main groups who live in urban villages, rural migrants are excluded in decision making process of regeneration projects of urban villages. In this stakeholder game, governments, landlords and developers are the main actors involved who make decision. For developers, they care more about profit-benefit of the redevelopment project when village landlords consider long-term livelihoods which includes has a more comprehensive consideration about the influence of the redevelopment project and most of time, environmental, social and fiscal aspects have to be evaluated. However, basic need of rural migrants
about living place is ignored and urban villages provide the most affordable housings in Shenzhen and they function as affordable housing in urban development of Shenzhen. After demolition of urban villages, commercial residential projects will stand up with way more expensive rent and price and they would attract middle class who own the purchasing power to move in the city as Shenzhen government plans, becoming creative city.

On the one hand urban regeneration projects gentrified the urban space and destroyed the urban vitality existing in urban villages. Street lives and community atmosphere, gradually disappearing in neighbourhoods of Shenzhen are still actively showing in urban villages. Zoning system applied as the main tool for guiding the social-economic growth leads to the number success, however, social domain and sense of community are barely mentioned in urban planning.
Situation of urban regeneration modal in Shenzhen:

- Stage 1: Creative Class
- Stage 2: Developers
- Stage 3: Low Education

Migration data for non-registered population in Shenzhen:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>786.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>778.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>767.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>752.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>745.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Global City of Shanzhaic:

City of Innovation
1.11 PROBLEM STATEMENT

A dramatic paradigm shift over the last few years has been observed in Shenzhen. It has moved from top-down planning, infrastructure-led construction and manufacturing development towards a new wave of experimentalism that attempts to tackle contemporary urban complexities, develop holistic social growth and steer new social values not solely dependent on economic metrics.

Along with this, political changes in the Chinese national innovation culture now recognizes the value of maker-entrepreneurs as change-inducing citizens with mass entrepreneurship and innovation indicating the democratization of the process. However, social innovation values at the grassroots scale and the resulting new forms of urbanism is still not appreciated by Shenzhen government, even though it intends to use makerspace as a political instrument for expressing national culture. Along with that, it tends to gentrificate the city through current urban regeneration model which enhanced the social exclusion process.
CONCLUSION

SHANZHAI CITY

- URBAN STRUCTURE
- URBAN TYPOLOGIES
- SPACE TRANSFORMATION
- SHIFTING EMPLOYMENT BASE
- POLITIC CHANGE
1.12 RESEARCH QUESTION

How to build a strategic design framework based on Maker Movement to revise the process from Shanzhai City to maker City thereby including rural migrants in urban redevelopment of Shenzhen?

Key Words: Strategic Design Framework, Maker Movement, Process, Inclusion

+What are the conditions for emerging of Shanzhai movement in Huaqiangbei that could provide principles for fostering maker movement in urban redevelopment project? (SHANZHAI CITY)

+How could current maker movement be revised to meet demands of maker groups and bring new value? (MAKER CITY 1.0)

+How could maker movement be integrated for making a urban design framework to achieve inclusion of migrants in urban redevelopment? (MAKER 2.0)

As mentioned before, Shanzhai model which plays an important role in economic and urban development of Shenzhen along with its resulting urbanism experience deserves a further analysis on its systematic evolution and its possibility of application in facilitating social movement. Thus section Shanzhai city is about learning experience and exploring the pathway Shanzhai movement follows in its development history.

Then, current situation of maker movement will be discussed. First, how current maker movement has developed and its history. Secondly, the stage of maker movement it situates and the values it represented. Thirdly, demands from makers this hidden group and how their values could be expressed in space.
Eventually, reflecting what I learned from first two section, consisting of principles and guidance on urban design framework on case study forms a test design to evaluate the possibility of revising the process from Shanzhai city to Maker City while including migrants in urban redevelopment.

1.13 METHODOLOGY

In my research, I used politics as a tool to do the analysis, form strategy and contribute to the design, eventually reflect to policy. As Castells and Castells (1998) stated, “space is expression of society, not reflection of society.” The design intervention proposed will in turn affect the society and assist in related policy to help community better express themselves in space.

Method chosen for research consists of three sections as figure 2 shows. In the section one, History and policy review gave me an insight about the current innovation system and how space can contribute to its development along with the role of government in shaping the Chinese innovation typology in China. Meanwhile, it demonstrates the fact that grassroots innovation model in Shenzhen reflects the strong demand from locals for their own environments.

How locals use their own intelligence through collective efforts to fight with governmental organizations contributed to the principles for later design intervention. Section two is about identifying the local demands which is also in line with the potential but fragmented demand for more control on their environment, as individual, collective and even on a regional scale.
Politics review helped me identify the mismatching between local demand and national culture. Relocating ‘makerspace’ in national innovation system revealed the fact that a gap exists between national culture and grassroots risky culture in term of innovation. It suggested that new value should be introduced to the current maker movement, which is about making mistakes, taking risks and making as a lifestyle. Final part of the research intends to use urban village as case study to explore the possibility of using makers as a hint for inclusive urban redevelopment. The relationship and accord among different stakeholders influences a pathway of future development of urban villages. Especially, how government as a player or not as a player in urban redevelopment could provide different scenarios for a possible future.

Therefore, the methodical line offered by the studio perfectly matched to the methodical
SHANZHAI CITY
2.1 Basic Information

Huaqiangbei locates in the Futian District of Shenzhen and backbone of Shenzhen, Shennan avenue come across this area. As map shows, it has a good geographical location and has geographical proximity to Shenzhen-Hongkong border. Because of its central location, it could be easily accessed by highways and public transport including metro and bus. However, highways limited the accessibility of this area in a way that central park is not easy to be accessed. The whole research site is about 4.67 km² which consists of several different typologies, including Danwei Housing, which is a heritage from planned economy when state-owned company was in charge of the accommodation of their own employee, gated community, urban village, commercial area, office area and relocation neighborhood (Figure 2.1).
2.2 Reasons for Choosing the Site

Huaqiangbei area is planned as one of main commercial areas according to Shenzhen Master Plan 2010-2020. Meanwhile, it has another mission to become international maker center which will rely on its rich resource of hardware and manufacturing ability. As the headquarter where Shanzhai enterprises used to gather, Huaqiangbei area locates in the very center of Shenzhen, Futian District and it is famous for its electronic products business nationwide. According to the analysis done before, the whole Shenzhen could be divided into three type of cities concerning its function, development strategy and occupations. Creative city where Huaqiangbei electronic market locate will be the main force in influencing how innovation is available to public. Compared to other area, city center would have higher opportunity for success of incubating grassroots innovation along with the rich resource of exploring the possibility.
maker city. Governmental support along with local demands both exist here which would contribute to the ideology of maker city later.

2.3 RESEARCH SCOPE AND METHODS

In this chapter, HQB industry area is seen as collective effort in transforming the zoning plan by Shanzhai entrepreneurs. I used three main research methods to reveal the essence and value of Shanzhai movement. Policy review is used for studying the historic and fundamental relationship between architecture, planning and ‘government’ where design does not only have a functional role in the organization of the territory, but also expresses the values that is highest on the agenda. The relationship between market and governmental control in shaping the environment indicates a dramatic paradigm shift over the
last few years in Shenzhen. It has moved from top-down planning, infrastructure-led and manufacturing development towards a new wave of experimentalism that attempts to tackle contemporary urban complexities, develop holistic social growth and steer new social values not solely dependent on economic metrics.

Interviews I conducted with Prof. Tat Lam, PhD student Yujing Tan widened my understanding of Shanzhai movement from purely industry aspect towards inclusive social movement in informal economy. Their understandings in Shanzhai Movement provided a wide thinking about possibility of Shanzhai Mechanism in the future. After their introduction about informality in Shanzhai Movement. Literature review assists me in deep understanding about the mechanism behind this social movement. I emphasized three strategies—framing, aggregating, and bridging—Chinese entrepreneurs employed to mobilize support, garner resources, and increase their amount and level of legitimacy (Lee and Hung, 2014).

Research scope will be limited to original industry zone area which mainly consists of industry blocks. New development in surrounding area could be seen as top-down decision while functions in industry area is a compromise between market forces and governmental control.
2.4 HISTORY OF HQB

At very beginning of the opening up, Beibuling (now Huaqiangbei area) is planned as 1.2 km2 light industry district. Hundreds of industry enterprises from national wide came to this area for looser political environment, more money resource and closer distance to market. A modernised manufacturing zone started to be shaped by this investment heat. However, in middle 1990s, rapid urbanization happening in Shenzhen led to increasing land price and rent with governmental vision shifting from industry city to innovation city, many manufacturing enterprises are forced to leave from city center to sub-urban areas or other cities promoting manufacturing industry.

With industry enterprises moving out, the whole industry zone became empty until private enterprises silently rented these industry building blocks for commercial purpose. With Shanzhai mobile phones business booming, gradually have the function of these industry blocks been changed from industry production to variety of purpose, such as retailing, residential, office, restaurants. Debate on legalization of using industry blocks for commercial purpose in this area led to the larger involvement of Shanzhai Entrepreneurs in decision making of urban planning of the Huaqiangbei area. Huaqiangbei is a case of bottom-up urban development mechanism. It was transformed from an industrial land into a successful commercial area mixed with remaining industries without official planning, and got justified later through adjusting zoning plan.
In order to show this development process, it is important to recognize how governmental visions changed in Huaqiangbei area and accommodate the local demands in new urban planning.

2.5 HQB IN GOVERNMENTAL PLAN

In 1980s, Shangbu Industry Park was clearly planned as “industrial park of electronics and light industry”. After that, Shenzhen government plan put forward that its function could be gradually transformed from industry park into electronic technology, commercial trade and securities trading-based integrated area, which later would integrate with Futian Central and Luohu Central areas.

Luohu - Shangbu- Futian area would constitute an organic part of Shenzhen City where the business, financial securities...
and office-based business are integrated together. The end of the 1990s, facing severe macroeconomic development situation, Shenzhen government proposed that the function of Shangbu Industry park is “residential purpose mainly, while business, financial securities and office mixed use area; sub district level commercial service center; city level home.

appliances, electronic and communications products wholesale sales center”. However, 2005 development plan has put forward the mission of it, “regional electronic professional market as the representative of the international logistics center; mixed use city commercial center; high-tech research and development Center; office, residential and other functions integrated area”.  

(You, etc., 2011)
If we summarized above content, we could get three key words in term of how Shenzhen government positioned function of Shangbu Industry park in the past 30 years.

Early 1990s, “Securities Trading Mainly”,
1990 “Residential mainly”, “Sub district-level commercial service center” and so on
2005, Regional Electronic Market
Government Recognized the Legal Statue of Changing Industry Block to Commercial Purpose

Keep Outdoor Advertisements and Organize Commercial Promotion Events in HQB
2.6 SOCIAL MOVEMENT STRATEGY IN SHANZHAII MODEL

In Shenzhen study, the uniqueness of this social movement is about collective efforts in adapting this Shanzhai phenomenon from informal to formal through both institutional and spatial aspects. In term of institutional aspect, the way how Shanzhai Enterprise is developing actually reflects in a way government tries to absorb these informal power and dease the threatening from them. On the other hand, informal enterprises seek to obtain formality and become formal through collective effort and actions.

As Lee (2015) stated, three strategies are quite essential for obtaining formality and gathering formality. The first strategy is framing, which means developing a frame for development of re-cognitive things to interpret the structure. The reinterpretation of the entrepreneur’s action is desirable, proper, and appropriate. The second strategy is aggregating, means that enough actors will be organized around the common interests. The third strategy is bridging, means to catch the bridge with the outside world in order to obtain the necessary key resources, escape path dependence, both by the framework or resource environment locked dead loop. Bridging is not a general link, but an organizational hole that occupies a strategic location, it can help the actors in a system to cross to another system, looking for complementary resources, alternative solutions, Or new possibilities (Lee and Hung, 2014). Corresponding to this strategy, Shanzhaientrepreneurs started to express their de
mand in shaping environment spatially. The functional change happening in these buildings fostered the interactions between people and maximize surfaces to win more business opportunities. Starting from one single building, diving the single buildings into hundreds 1*1m plots for transparent counters totally occupied the previous industry buildings. Later façades were opened for more street shops and window shopping which gradually transformed the appearance of industry buildings. More entrepreneurs gathering in this area partially changed the functional zoning of urban planning. Milieu is the most valuable aspect in industry clustering and also most valuable aspect in Huaqiangbei area.
2.7 SOCIAL LEARNING IN SHANZHAI MODEL

Shanzhai is a manifestation of collective innovation and distributed creativity, an intelligent evolutionary process through time that involves many investors and users creating the most dynamic, micro-scale and localized solutions. Shanzhai innovation challenges the traditional avant-garde innovation model with thousands of grassroots investors in Shenzhen. The evolution of Shanzhai innovation originated from simple manufacturing activities in developing regions and the grassroots community. But in contrast to entrepreneurs and governmental institutes, the grassroots community captured the know-how (the skill to make). But not the knowledge (the intelligence to create), behind innovation to create the most sensitive technology while facilitating the smartest technologies developed by other inventors.
Shanzhai, which is synonymous with the innovation know-how process, is far more resilient than any existing economic structure based on capitalist rules, because it is based on the collective of millions of innovators instead of relying on a monolithic knowledge management system that can fail easily due to one wrong decision at the executive level.
(Tat, 2011)
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2.8 CONDITIONS FOR EMERGING OF MAKER MOVEMENT IN HQB

In order to qualify the urban development in Huaqiangbei area, evaluation model created by research group Why Factory of MVRDV is applied to define the quality of Huaqiangbei. According to the benchmark it proposed, The Why Factory (2012) recognized that the quality of communities is their ability to combine two seemingly competing characteristics: density and individuality. They understood it that on the one hand, communities are dense, public and collective; on the other, they enable individual freedom and identity, traits expressed through flexibility and diversity. In its benchmark, 11 qualities are listed as factors in evaluation, including density, publicness, critical mass, informality, human scale, individuality, flexibility, identity, diversity, evolutionary and collectivity. According to our spatial and social analysis, conditions that how maker movement is emerging in Huaqiangbei area could be summarized in five elements, namely critical mass, density, evolutionary and informality.

1. CRITICAL MASS

Communities have critical mass, they have enough people to have a self-sustaining social momentum, retaining and reinforcing their positive aspects over time. Individuals are drawn together by this force, creating a
sense of urbanity as a participatory project greater than the sum of its parts. Critical mass is achieved once the number of people reaches a certain threshold to generate density and collectivity.

In the case of shanzhai movement, aggregating of different stakeholders is the case for gathering enough people for changing the voices and environment.
2. **Density**

Communities are dense, creating an urban vibrancy, liveliness and intensity that comes from the pressure of a large amount of programme and people compressed into a small area. Through optimized design and general social consideration, the negative aspects of living in a dense space can be more than offset by the opportunities it provides. There are explicit methods for measuring density on an architectural scale, using the FAR-Floor Area Ratio.

Density created geographical proximity in the case of Shanzhai entrepreneurs which is about atmosphere in community, contributing to innovation know-how.

3. **Informality**

Communities are collective: they offer the feeling of being part of a safe and mutually supportive group, with shared ways of living, ambitions, characters and qualities, tied together by a dense social fabric. Spatially they are often organized around a semi-public common space, with shared facilities or resources. Collectivity can be measured by the mix of private to public space and the presence of common programmes.
4. EVOLUTIONARY

Communities evolve. Their overall character is determined by an incremental process of adaptation, and the optimization of local conditions. Their development is organic and bottom-up, reflecting the changing needs, wishes and habits of the people who shape their environment over time. Evolutionary growth can be measured by the continuity of investment or development in an area.
2.9 CONCLUSION

Research on Huaqiangbei Area gave an valuable experience on how grassroots community, Shanzhai entrepreneurs fight for their own spaces in city and changed the governmental place for it. HQB could be seen as a success of communication between top-down planning and grassroots development. The strategy used by Shanzhai entrepreneurs could be useful for facilitating the social movement in Shenzhen later, which consists of framing, aggregating and bridging. It is an evolutionary process to assist Shanzhai community in strategic development and gaining voice in their own environments. The grassroots community ‘illegally’ transformed the functions of these industry blocks since functions are different what governmental zoning planned. Mismatching between governmental vision and local demands in early stage gave a chance for emerging of experimentalism and risky culture.

Later stage Broad scale spatial transformation had a more visually visible transformation in city which led to government’s rethinking on the positioning of the HQB area. Then bridging which means formalization of informal business finally contributed to the connection between these entrepreneurs with governments. In this process, market driven spatial transformation quickly reposed to local demand and it provided us certain principles for incubating such vitality, critical mass, density, collectivity, informality and evolutionary.
MAKER
CITY 1.0
3.1 Maker Movement in Shenzhen

As stated before, the shift of governmental vision leads to the emerging of maker movement in Shenzhen. Government saw it as changing point of made in China to design in China. Since the rich resource of hardware, Huaqiangbei is set as the international maker center for strengthening the vision of maker city. Known as biggest retail and commercial center in China, Huaqiangbei already attracts thousands of makers including DIY lovers, Start-up teams both external and oversea to come and assemble their own products based on the materials from electronics market.

As stated before, the shift of governmental vision leads to the emerging of maker movement in Shenzhen. Government saw it as changing point of made in China to design in China. Since the rich resource of hardware, Huaqiangbei is set as the international maker...
center for strengthening the vision of maker city. Known as biggest retail and commercial center in China, Huaqiangbei already attracts thousands of makers including DIY lovers, Start-up teams both external and oversea to come and assemble their own products based on the materials from electronics market.

Shenzhen government released the Three Year Action Plan on Promoting Maker Movement in Shenzhen from 2015 to 2017 after President Li Keqiang visited the Chaihuo Makerspace. This plan aims to give an incentive to the development of makerspace through subsidy and expect to build 200 makerspaces by 2017 (Shenzhen Municipal Government, 2015). After that, the number of makerspaces Shenzhen witnessed a sharp increase and majority of them locate in original Shenzhen Economic Zone. Categorized as new typology of innovation space by National Government, this maker movement in Shenzhen is expected to be used as economical tool for economic and innovation development. Rich resource of hardware makes it possible in Shenzhen and previous Shanzhai Culture in manufacturing facilitates the building up of solid and complete manufacturing industry. This provides the background of the further discussion in this article and as a western origin term, the definition of Maker movement and makerspace will be discussed
understanding. Then Shanzhai culture in Shenzhen provides clue how hardware manufacturing is developed and later provided the chance for maker movement. This shows how grassroots innovation is happening and top-down innovation system planned by national government would show another aspect of make movement which represents the new innovation strategy. At the end, values difference in western and Chinese context will give some hints about next step of maker movement. What else role of makerspace could play in urban development of Shenzhen will be further discussed.

As Tan (2017) states, “No one in government institute understands the meaning of makerspace and the term ‘makerspace’ mixes so many different types of ideas.” The interview did with PhD researcher Tan gave me a hint about the understanding of current situation of makerspace now.

### 3.2 RESEARCH METHODS

The research method I’m taking first is to use literatures as context to understand maker movement and maker space in both western and Chinese context. Using policy reviews as a tool to relocate the role of maker space related policy in Chinese innovation system. Then comparative studies among 11 maker spaces in both Shenzhen and Netherlands for
reference as a way to understand the function of current makerspaces. Then snowball sampling approach was applied for exploring makers' demands on their own environment.
Site Visit in Shenzhen
3.3 MAKER SPACE IN MAKER MOVEMENT

Maker movement is normally described as a new craft movement connecting craft and hobbies in order to recall the relationships with materials. Basing on online community and resources, makers could get instructions from plans, how-to guides and creation and retrieving schematic diagrams. Majority activities involved in maker movement are ‘making’ related, which means “to build or adapt objects by hand, for the simple personal pleasure of figuring out how things work”, as Honey and Kanter (2013) stated. These activities include hardware kits assembling, fabric “wearables” creation and wood and metal work. Maker movement continues gaining momentum through Online Maker Community, Make Faire and Makerspace, physical maker community workspace. Dougherty (2012), who called Maker Movement as “experimental play”, initiated the Make Faire in 2006 and it becomes a largescale event organized worldwide attracting thousands of local people. First Shenzhen Make Faire was organized in 2016 which attracted 200 thousand visitors in one week. With digital tools popularizing and being accessible, maker movement obtains the new characteristics, including the use of digital tools for creating products and design file standard. Meanwhile, cultural norms of collaboration have always been highlighted in advocating maker culture (Schrock, 2014). In that sense, maker movement is not only about technology but also a social practice and it connect individuals to materials,
social collaboration and global networks through the act of making, which as Lindtner (2012) describes, “technological and social practices of creative play, peer production, a commitment to open source principles, and a curiosity about the inner workings of technology”.

Makerspace acts as the community centre for makers who have common interests, often in computers, machining, technology, science, digital art and electronic art to meet, socialize and collaborate. As physical community workplace, makerspace provides computer tools lending libraries and physical tool set lending libraries as a sharing resource for makers. As Figure 1 shows, makerspace normally contains quite rich set of tools for makers to cut away or deposit new material to create the desired shapes (Martin, 2015). The widespread of Fablab, Techshop, etc facilitates the growth of maker movement. According to the observation and research did by author, makerspace shares the four common functions namely education, production, discussion and operation. Education function refers to space for lectures, training and workshop. 3D printers, Laser Cutter and Tool set occupy certain area of space which combines with hand making area makes up the space for production. Operation space is more related to the computer-based work such as CAD file creation and operation of the open innovation software. In addition, discussion space is quite important among the members of makerspace for sharing knowledge and information. Four functions mentioned sometimes mixed as one open and sharing space design.
3.4 FROM SHANZHAI TO MAKING

In western context, making is seen as an innovative solution to existing social and economic burdens through bringing the production back to city centre again which was lost because of industry upgrading and globalization. Making enables “a return to a state of authentic, deep, and hands-on engagement with the world” and reengaging with tool set for production, the machine and materials but technologically enhanced. The library, the makerspace, the university lab and the garage where these DIY activities happen provides a safe confine of creative environment. Marketing as backbone of new industrial revolution, maker movement represents a utopian view which tells technological determinism. Tracing back the origin of maker culture in west, it shows close connection to US 1960 and 70s internet counterculture.

Different from interest based and hand-on experience of maker culture in west, the makermovement in China shows a strong rely on manufacturing. Isolating manufacturing from hobbyist making tends to render manufacturing as a dream site for technology innovation, as Lindtner (2015) stated, “This boundary work was performed not only through articulation in talks and writings but also through the setup of Chinese businesses such as DFRobotand Seeed Studio. China’s makers articulated manufacturing as a site of both technological and cultural expertise.” From government perspective, this redefinition of making directly link to economic development and innovation development Chinese which is essentially functional. As the explanation given by The
“Makers are devoted to innovation passionately. They control the production tools themselves. Taking ‘user-innovation’ as a core concept, they excel in discovering problems, unearthing (customer) needs, and providing solutions. Through creativity, design, and manufacturing, they offer a variety of products and service.” (Yu and Deng 2015, cited in Wang, 2016)

Corresponding to this official interpretation, Chinese President Li Keqiang proposed two ideas, “Mass Innovation” and “Mass Entrepreneurship” and one year later he stated, “Making and creating is no longer a privilege reserved for the elites but an opportunity afforded to the greater majority of people.” Although mass entrepreneurship contributes to open innovation and makes innovation available to grassroots actors, national attention on maker movement kind of formalized makers movement. What is missing in the definition mentioned above is the spirit of collaboration in multi discipline team and pleasure of doing for fun and creative ideology of “learning by making”. The emphasis is placed on a dry industrialist take on innovation. In that sense, the maker movement in China is not grassroots dominant but more from blessing of national government (Wang, 2016).
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3.5 FROM SHANZHAI TO MAKING

In the western context, when maker culture is seen as backbone of next industrial revolution, research shows (Wang et al., 2015, Troxler, 2010) it would play a more important role in social aspect particular in social innovation. Such social innovation would be more connected to individual empowerment and community building. When western makerspace would function as a social space for community and individuals, another trend of production could be observed from China’s makerspace. These makerspaces are not just related to hobbyist creation, but also production place which involved in long tail of manufacturing.

Anderson (2013) adopted the long tail theory in maker movement and this long tail model in manufacturing represents a twenty-first mode of production “anyone can access from Web browsers and scale up and down at will”. According to him, the focus of our culture and economy is shifting from mainstream products and markets to less popular niche products and markets in the long tail which matches with the ideology of makerspace, “make what you cannot get from the market” (as Figure 2 indicates).
Shenzhen owns a rich resource of cheap and good quality hardware which makes the industry connection easier compared to developed countries where manufacturing is outsourcing to developing countries and IT industry is well developed. The shifting from manufacturing to High-Technique Industry is related to the existing grassroots model in Shenzhen named Shanzhai model. When Shenzhen municipal government decided to upgrade the industry, Shanzhai which means copycats of brand products and electronic devices and but in much cheaper prices, especially in phones market where Nokia and Samsung are always become the target, became a widespread phenomenon in Shenzhen. Shanzhai Innovation at that time means easy copycat of successful goods in market (David, 2014). 30 years witnessed the widespread of Shanzhai Model from electronic devices market to whole manufacturing industry. Meanwhile, it goes beyond production as Lam (2016) emphasized, “Shanzhai model is increasing by applied to the entire open manufacture system development developed in Shenzhen as an ad-hoc model based on easy and open access to electronic components, ready to produce key solutions ‘open boards’ and a network of relationships and providers. It is more than copycat and products made by that way are even better than original brands”. Benefiting from this Shanzhai model, Shenzhen is so called “Silicon Valley of hardware”(2016) in the documentary published by Wired which indicates the rich resource of hardware in Shenzhen after years of manufacturing development.
3.6 MAKING AS MANUFACTURING

As mentioned above, maker movement in China is more based on manufacturing and government tries to put strong emphasis on its role in industry chain acting as incubators. According to the survey conducted in Shenzhen by Ying et al. (2015), the network of makerspace in term of manufacturing not limited to local scale but also with global scale. The Diagram (Figure 3) shows how makerspaces are involved in industry chain and their roles will be more linked to “idea to Prototype”, “Prototype to Product”. In the stage from idea to prototype, it functions similar to Fablab or TechSpace these makerspace as community center for makers where ideas could be shared, developed and improved. Maker Faire as most known event for makers is used as for showroom of design ideas from makers to public.
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3.7 MAKER SPACES IN SHENZHEN

In order to understand current situation of maker movement, I chose 10 makerspaces for detailed analysis either through interview or online information. These eleven makerspaces, three of which are located in Netherlands namely Plugemake (delft), Waag Society (Amsterdam), Stadslab (Rotterdam) while other seven makerspaces all locate in Shenzhen, namely Chaihuo Makerspace, Huaqiangbei International Maker Center, Seg Maker Center, Lichee Makerspace, Shenzhen DIY, Shenzhen Open Innovation Lab and Kidolab. According to the survey I did, I summarized them in diagrams considering the accessibility, business model, funding, target group, location, typology and entrance of them. These ten makerspaces focus on different functions and serve different target groups.
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Current maker group in Shenzhen consists of three main groups of people, part-time makers, full-time makers, and students. Part-time makers mainly consist of hardware or software designers. They have a good well-paid job but trying to explore the making by either interest or opportunity for making money out of it. Full-time makers are made by start-up groups and foreigners, these two groups of people seek cheap materials and investment in Shenzhen. What they need will be more related to investment and incubation. Students will require more studying resource from maker space which could contribute to their portfolios and application for university overseas. As one of the hidden groups, the online chatting group provided a long run understanding about what they generally require in term of being a maker in Shenzhen. It shows what space quality needed for them to make it lifestyle.
3.8 VALUES BEHIND MAKER MOVEMENT

The values showed in maker movement in China indicate different attitude towards making this act. Martin (2015) summarized four main values behind maker movement including “playful”, “asset and grow-oriented”, “failure-positive” and “collaborative”. Although these values still could be observed from activities happening in China’s Makerspaces, the involvement of government leads to over emphasize on entrepreneurship and manufacturing aspect, which indicates a trend of connecting individual wealth to national wealth through maker movement.

Although Shanzhai model is supposed to be the main driver of transforming the ageing manufacturing into advanced industry production, two main group of this maker movement, one consists of entrepreneurs and companies who used to base on a copycat strategy of brand products, and the other a more international-oriented maker community do not share same values in this process. They are supposed to use the value of “open innovation”. In fact, Rare collaboration happens between these two communities. Shanzhai community, this kind of open innovation means “total deregulation and a kind of coopetition that poorly masks fierce competition” when makers still struggle with ‘open’ and ‘closed’ commons (David, 2014). These two values are somehow merged by official definition of maker which would more functional and manufacturing based. However, this could be an opportunity for future development of maker movement in China about the value of open innovation.
3.9 EDUCATION, NEXT STEP?

Although Maker spaces will proliferate in China thanks to the government’s blessing. Nobody can tell if a hundred potent ideas and start-ups—will spring out of those state funded creative spaces. Will these suffer the same fate as the hundreds of lacklustre creative industry clusters? As Wang (2016) mentioned, “Perhaps we should all look elsewhere, to education, for clues about how to assess the productivity of a state-consigned maker movement.” There is ample evidence that something dynamic is happening in places out of media reach. Rudimentary makerspaces emerged long after 2015 in elementary schools and junior and middle highs, representing a less publicized grassroots effort made by tech enthusiast schoolteachers to introduce more culture to the next generation: “teaching children skills needed in a Makerspace and let children build what they want’. Most surprisingly, the prototypes of ‘maker education’ are found not only in prestigious schools but also in schools of less developed region. The onset of this phenomenon appears to be an attempt initiated by maker-teachers voluntarily.
3.10 CONCLUSION

To conclude, the policy published by Shenzhen Municipal Government on promoting maker movement indicates that government tends to increase the influence of makerspace in economy, which makes making functional and economic. The value behind this strategy is different from what western makers advocate, doing for fun and doing in group. However, the Shanzhai model and localized maker activities makes the maker movement in Shenzhen own Chinese characteristics. Realizing the importance of this aspect and bringing more social benefits from this maker movement to public would be important for future maker development. When maker community is not a counter group anymore, more social responsibilities need to be taken by them for the benefits they earned from governmental support.

Values behind current maker movement decided that the purpose of majority maker spaces in Shenzhen are for manufacturing production only. Politics review would help us identify the mismatching between local demand and national culture. relocating makerspace in national innovation system would reveal the fact that gap exists between national cultural and grassroots risky culture in innovation.
Meanwhile, current makerspace does not meet the demand of makers which could be observed from the online chatting group. In order to foster the grassroots innovation development, we need to create relative infrastructure for them. Political power already put a strong frame above the city where it could go further and it should go further. If such powerful frame is put on daily life of public, vitality and urbanity will definitely disappear in city. We expect that being a maker or entrepreneur could become a trendy lifestyle, however, no supporting life element could contribute to this lifestyle. Risk, Expense, Failure are three words that make people hesitate and stuck. For individuals, it represents the conflict between making as manufacturing and making as a lifestyle. How could urban space satisfy their demands in affordability and flexibility would be a challenge in city center area.
MAKER
CITY 2.0
Maker city 2.0 is about inclusive urban redevelopment especially for migrants and how this group of people could contribute to the maker movement in Shenzhen. This chapter is trying to answer the question how could maker movement contribute to the inclusive urban redevelopment to form a urban design guidance? In order to argue for that, one case study has been chosen to explore the answer of the question in real context. In Huaqiangbei area, there is one urban village called Futian Village which is the most affordable living place nearby because of Huaqiangbei’s central location. Daily commuting between Huaqiangbei electronic market and Futian Village exists for long term. The relationship between Huaqiangbei and Futian Village functions like living and working space, HQB providing job opportunity while urban village supporting affordable living in center Shenzhen. However, the possibility of
creating deeper connection between Huaqiangbei Commercial Area and Futian Village, not only in hosting people but socially-economically would create an interesting discussion especially by involving this new group of people, makers. The main argument regarding the spatial aspects of this has been that – on the one hand – the more codified the knowledge involved, the less space-sensitive should these processes tend to be. If – on the other hand – the knowledge involved is diffuse and tacit, the argument is that such interaction and exchange is dependent on spatial proximity between the actors involved. Only by being in the same local environment, and by meeting repeatedly in person, can and will such more subtle forms of information be exchanged (Bathelt, Malmberg and Maskell, 2004).

The aim of the following, therefore, is to develop a crude but still somewhat more sophisticated line of argument that geographical proximity between makers and migrants would create at least communication between each other and enhance the tacit knowledge sharing creating learning by doing stomesphere.

4.1 RESEARCH AREA AND METHODS

Futian village locates in Futian Central Area and this village has an 800-year history, of which could be traced back to Song Dynasty. According to the CEO of Futian Village Join-Stock Company, The number of Futian Villagers who are living in HK are more than population who owns Hukou in Futian village.
Because of this village, Futian District in Shenzhen changes its name from Shangbu District to Futian District in 2000. Currently few agricultural lands remained, majority of the villagers prefer to doing business, which means renting the house built on collective owned land for housing renting business.

In the following content, first analysis on three scales will be discussed to generate three different visions for each scale. Then based on the strategy learned from Shanzhai study, it helps form objectives for each scale. Actions related to each scale will correspond to these three objectives. Detailed actions will be mentioned in the first scale, typology and urban village scales. However, knowledge on third scale will be further discussed by introducing thee scenarios. It will explore possible and more complex future, which will come along with the recommendations of further research.
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4.2 CONTEXT

Futian village is located in the southern part of the Huaqiangbei Area and it is surrounded by variety of building typologies such as Danwei Buildings, Public buildings, Schools and Office. Such mixed typology threatened the existing of the urban village since the whole urban village is locked by the walls surrounding around. die soon if the heat continues. However, only energy from interval could really give birth to a new life.
Meanwhile, these surrounding typologies functions as walls blocking its accessible entrances while decreasing accessibility. However, typologies inside urban village also shows a quite diverse situation where majority of space is occupied by Tongzilou (High density residential units in urban village).

Meanwhile, two public spaces could be observed from site visit and these two show a great vitality and urbanity while also noisy and crowded because they are full of people and activities during night time.
INFLUENCE OF INFRASTRUCTURE
Large public system is segregated by highway and infrastructures play an important role in opening up the urban village in a negative way since it occupies the previous pedestrian area. As the diagram indicates, the widest part road reaches 64 meter. Infrastructure and walls work together to squeeze the living space of urban village.
Site Visit Notes, hand drawn by YI YU
However, edge areas surrounding urban village all fenced by walls in a way claim the using right to certain typology. Urban village provides important daily services to migrants as well as residents live nearby. Fresh food market, restaurants, Walmart Supermarket all important daily life service guarant the affordable lifestyle in urban village.
Although the village seems disconnected from surrounding typology, its geographical location still provides its privilege in accessing public transport. As you could observe from the map, Futian village has a good connection to public transport including one main metro stop and several bus stops.

With sharing bike becoming popular, people living in urban villages start to adapt to this new trendy transport means. The Mobike App (developed by one sharing bike company) shows how active people using sharing bikes in urban village. Although infrastructure seems to expand in urban village, it does not stop people in urban village to obtain certain autonomy through sharing bike system. However, what is lacking in Urban village or does not correspond to the new phenomenon is that no bicycle lanes and bike parking areas are provided in urban village. Compared to car transport, sharing bikes provide an equal opportunity for all people to enjoy the cheap public facility.
4.3 ECONOMY IN FUTIAN VILLAGE

As the diagrams shows, majority of the business in urban village is about Small Bussiness and Housing Renting. For most of the villagers, they purely relay on housing renting for sustaining their lives. The economy activity of Villagers in urban village highly depends on the housing they get from collective land. The employment structure in urban village is quite simple: first type of urban villagers are either managers or safety guards of village joint company. According to Xie (2006), 5% of the villagers choose to work for village joint company. The second type is working outside village joint company and the third type is doing business their owns.

Except for all of these physical situations, the economy system of current urban village is highly dependent on migrants, no matter housing or small business all follow the money flow as shown in the diagram. Migrants are the source of money while only small return has been given by Village Joint Company for basic infrastructure.

However, the history of urban village tells certain similarity in term of limitation of economy strcuture. Although villagers no longer make a living by agriculture production, ideology behind current bussiness keeps the same. Why? The process of agriculture production follows certant circulation, which is about seeding, planting, croping and harvesting. collective land is what
villagers base their income on. They didn’t plant any agricultural crops anymore but plant housings instead. Planting all these housings on collective land awaits for rents from migrants monthly, annually, which did not change the essence of resource monopoly. While villagers barely stay in these properties, migrants seem to become real owners of living spaces here. However, migrants did not own equally right to their living environments.
Same Ideology Behind Different Stages Development of Urban Village, Drawn by Author.
To summarise this part of analysis, social-economic system in Futian Village is relatively weak compared because of its existing economy system and pressures from surroundings. Typology attacks squeeze the space of urban village while still relay on urban village for affordable living. Thus, in order to strengthen the power of urban villages, we need to realize the social-economic system beyond physical structure and look larger networking. Here is a list of objectives for large scale of urban village:

**4.4 OBJECTIVES FOR LARGE SCALE**

+ Increase the connection of urban village to larger public space system
+ Create new centrality through foster the economic system within urban village
+ Prevent the influence of car transport and foster the emerging transport means
Figure The existing infrastructure in Futian Village.
4.5 INFRASTRUCTURE IN URBAN VILLAGE

As you could see from Figure, urban village owns two main nodes for people gathering and contributing to public realms, Futian Square and Pavilion area. These two places are popular during nights even attracting residents who live nearby to come. However, public space is often too crowded and no varieties of public space are provided to meet different demands from migrants. The Futian square contains open area, stage area and two basketball fields while pavilion corridor is built for sitting and gathering as pics show.

Meanwhile, Futian village enjoys a rich resource of education because five schools locate either within or near urban village and one public library is built for serving both villagers and migrants. Such unequal inclination in education facilities is worsening the situation where social exclusion happens.
Migrants choose to live in Futian village because of its central location and cheap rent price. It is a compromise between livability and affordability for them. Still have they individual demands in term of public space, activities, living environment, employment opportunity and education chance and maker group has even more specific demands for living and work environment which could be found through the research part of Maker City 1.0. These demands indicate the desire from individual development to collective life.

According to the interview of CEO of Futian Village, Village Joint Stock company intends to own more autonomy in redevelopment of Futain village and expects that historical monuments such as ancestral hall, stele could be preserved as part of history and stay as geniues of Futian Village. Since villagers own collective land right, they also have a long term view about the future of urban village and expect the land price would continue increasing in the future.
Discussion above highlighted the different demands from different stakeholders and also intends to highlight possible sharing interest among different social groups.

However, we are not only discussing about the physical environment of urban village, instead, the intangible network of the community needs to be strengthened. Futian village has a strong informal economy network such as second hand furniture shops, metal workshop, electronic shop and building material shop. Revealing these local social-economic network would be quite significant for next step of urban village. Maker group would also benefit from local production and connection through networking. Informal activities happening in Futian Village would contribute to lower barrier in grassroots innovation and encourage hybrids among among social activities and groups.
Urban innovation arrives at a stage where gentrified post-industrial clusters become less attractive but lower-barrier collective innovation process, maker movements or the mass amateurization of invention, innovation and technology will become more significant in the future.

To sum up, this part analysis focus on existing infrastructures and possible demands of stakeholders. Based on above content, several objectives are proposd:

**4.6 OBJECTIVES FOR MIDDLE SCALE**

+ Provide Sharing Facilities for different group of people,
+ Provide Facilities for Makers which could help them work better in Urban Village,
+ Intergrade maker production with informal economy in urban village to achieve more resilience, critical mass
4.7 DENSITY AND COLLECTIVITY

The street life in Futian Village shows a super dense life horizontally. As the diagram shows, ground floor is full of activities such as restaurants, shops, clothing shops. All these small businesses along with dense spaces shape the life between buildings. Not clearly defined relationship between public and private facilitated more hybrids among different people and different activities.
A phenomena could be observed in urban village that house renters tended to extend their using space outward. In such high density living environment, room size is too small for people living inside to have a proper quality life and they could only sleep in their rooms at most time. Average size of the room is 5-8 m² and biggest room in Futian Village is around 15 m², without balcony and sometime even windows. So you could see many renters just dry their clothes in the sun outside, hanging clothes out of windows.

In addition, small business owners mostly
restaurants owners would occupy the street as sitting place for their customers and also working place for preparation of cooking. Except for using street for private purpose, people also use it for activities especially in small alleys. High density caused the emerging of negative space, including distance between buildings, roof area and edge area where another typology meet urban village. Migrants and villagers both intend to shape environment by them own but conflicts in environment they prefer. Utilizing these negative space would be challenging but also valuable for future space demand.
Density creates a controversial situation where migrants live in tiny room and enjoy limited sunshine, creating leftover space such as roofs, gaps between buildings while urban village obtains great vitality and urbanity from these hybrids among people and activities. Density in urban village itself is not problem but romantic about the density while forgetting that people would also desire better public space is problem. In order to attract new people, maker group, typology scale need to do certain redevelopment to meet demands of new group people without removing existing relationship directly.

4.8 VISIONS FOR DIFFERENT SCALES

LARGE SCALE
+ Increase the connection of urban village to larger public space system
+ Create new centrality through foster the economic system within urban village
+ Prevent the influence of car transport and foster the emerging transport means

MIDDLE SCALE
+ Provide Sharing Facilities for different group of people,
+ Provide Facilities for Makers which could help them work better in Urban Village,
+ Intergrade maker production with informal economy in urban village to achieve more resilience, critical mass
SMALL SCALE
+ Turn the negative spaces into positive space, decrease the side influence caused by density
+ Bring more sharing space into current typology to achieve more collectivity
+ Quality living space for different groups of people and hope it could meet demand of evolutionary development, which means it need to be adaptive and flexible.

4.9 STAKEHOLDERS IN DIFFERENT SCALE AND DIFFERENT VISIONS

Urban village is the gathering place for individual freedom, collective contract constraint and national machine. Villagers who lost their agricultural lands in market driven economy could only use their homestead land as means of production for fighting with government. Meanwhile, This tool, their homestead land, house the fact that other means of production and production tool temporality lack of farmers. It provides the opportunity for urban village to get appropriate means of production. However, this kind of way of production does not meet the demand of upper class for overall urban development. Inefficient capital accumulation model could not become the source of stable life of middle class.

Government: could not obtain highly skilled human resource and income. Meanwhile,
urban village locates in ideal money source location. The relationship between urban village and other areas in city center is about consumption and labors.

Farmers: only own lands, the existing problem is that they lend their use right to migrants waiting for relocation and get subsidy from that. Compared to surrounding area, lands in urban village still keep for agricultural purpose, from cultivating agricultural products to housing rent.

Village Joint Company: Responsible for operation of infrastructure and daily facility of urban village. It has relatively large power in decision making but is still constrained by villagers and local government. Lacking of money to transform the space

Migrants: Live in urban village and enjoy the convenience provide by urban village but have to bear the bad living environment.
Using urban village as a springboard to their better life, lacking identity to this site but own individual identity.

Developer: another pole of center of power, it represents the enterprise credibility for the endorsement. It expects to have further development through land space.

This stakeholder analysis definite the power difference of different stakeholders, predicking the difficulty of application of one action in different scale. As diagram indicates, building typology scale would be easier than any other scales since the stakeholders involved are much less than any other scale. Thus we would suggest that actions would start from smallest scale, building typology to influence target groups immediately.
**SCALES**

**ACTORS**

**MIGRANTS**
- Migrant Workers
- White-Collars
- Small Business Owners

**MAKERS**
- Villagers

**Village Joint Stock Company**

**Urban Planning Bureau**
- Futian District Government
- Developers

**Urban Planning Bureau**
- Shenzhen Municipal Government
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHARED VISION</th>
<th>CURRENT PLANNING SYSTEM</th>
<th>POSSIBLE ACTORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Better life quality</td>
<td></td>
<td>Creative Workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROFIT</td>
<td></td>
<td>Enterprises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huaqiangbei International Maker Center</td>
<td></td>
<td>Enterprises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAKER CITY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
According to the stakeholder analysis, migrants and makers have limited power in deciding anything related to future development of urban village while village joint stock company enjoys great power in influencing the future development locally. Since villagers owns collective land right of Futian Village, the future pathway of Futian village is decided by them only while government influence it in district, regional and metropolitan levels. Even though government has shared vision in district, regional and metropolitan levels, urban village does not have a vision corresponding to governmental vision.

Cooperation with government is quite important in future development of urban village in term of resource and legal statue. Especially in current planning system, area-based approach is missing and local social-economic system has been ignored. Classic urban redevelopment mechanism is based on removing existing typology along with existing social relationship. It gives a hint that through empowering local system and networking may lead to a different urban redevelopment mechanism that is not exclusive. It sees urban village as an opportunity because of its affordable characteristic which will lower the expense for success and decrease the risk of failure.

Buildings are the most tangible assets of urban village and represent relatively permanent infrastructure in urban village. Under the situation where people are constantly
coming and going. Housing would affect their lives immediately once they choose to live in these buildings. Also considering the difficulty of operating actions, redevelopments on buildings would only relate to three main actors.

4.10 Strategy

The social theory of space and the theory of the space of flows. Space is the expression of society. Since our societies are undergoing structural transformation, it is a reasonable hypothesis to suggest that new spatial forms and processes are currently emerging. The purpose of the analysis presented here is to identify the new logic underlying such forms and processes.

The task is not an easy one because the apparently simple acknowledgement of a meaningful relationship between society and space hides a fundamental complexity. This is because space is not a reflection of society, it is its expression. In other words: space is not a photocopy of society, it is society. Spatial forms and processes are formed by the dynamics of the overall social structure. This includes contradictory trends derived from conflicts and strategies between social actors playing out their opposing interests and values. Furthermore, social processes influence space by acting on the built environment inherited from previous socio-spatial structures. Indeed, space is crystallized time.
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Maker movement is still at the stage of framing which requires more stakeholders to foster its development into aggregating and bridging stage.
Our society is constructed around flows: flows of capital, flows of information, flows of images, sounds, and symbols. Flows are not just one element of the social organization: they are the expression of processes dominating our economic, political, and symbolic life. If such is the case, the material support of the dominant processes in our societies will be the ensemble of elements supporting such flows, and making materially possible their articulation in simultaneous time (Castells and Castells, 1998).

Thus, when I consider the integration between maker group and existing migrant community in urban village. Intangible network will be emphasized instead of only focusing on physical infrastructure in the urban village. Specifically how physical space could contribute to smoothen the flow of money, knowledge and materials.

4.11 ACTIONS FROM SMALL SCALE

This stakeholder analysis definite the power difference of different stakeholders, predicating the difficulty of application of one action in different scale. As diagram indicates, building typology scale would be easier than any other scales since the stakeholders involved are much less than any other scale. Thus we would suggest that actions would start from smallest scale, building typology to influence target groups immediately.
SMALL SCALE STRATEGIES

MIXED-USE

PUBLIC SPACE

STREET CONNECTION
Intervention will focus on single building and strategies proposed will use building itself as source of sharing space. Instead of only for residential usage, new group people-maker would bring new facilities to buildings along with economy model for micro scale.
SMALL SCALE STRATEGIES

House Renters
Small Business Owners
Villager

Flexible Room Size Provision to Meet Demands From Different Groups
In term of co-development model, villagers will be involved in long term investment. Around 10-20% of the buildings could be used for makers specific. Makers are allowed to change interior space by themselves and get cheap renting fee. As a return, villagers could get certain amount of the interest by maker or government.
ACTIONS FOR SMALL SCALE INTERVENTIONS

Balcony

Ground Floor Sharing Space
Based on the value of sharing to enlarge the chance for communication among migrants and also create more income for house owners.
Working Space for Makers
This scale intervention will focus on one building and turn the private property into a collective community space, attracting open space to the ground floor and root area to activate the sense of community. Guidance proposed on transformation of the buildings ensures the flexibility and adaptability of current living environment. Introducing maker group in the building expects the spillover effects could happen and build a geographical proximity in knowledge sharing and skill exchange, finally transforming the building from purely living environment into lively community space.
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4.12 MIDDLE SCALE STRATEGIES

Second stage strategy is called aggregating which means attracting more stakeholders to be involved in this process to make it possible. In order to attract more stakeholders in maker movement, more infrastructure and facilities are required to provide additional functions to meet demands of makers but also bring added benefit to current migrants. Small scale intervention which is about building typology could be seen to enhance public realm of the fixed amenities in urban village. Except for buildings, public infrastructure and economic system almost stayed the same for twenty years when they were built in Futian village as we discussed before. It is lacking evolutionary characteristic in term of its growth mechanism at least not corresponding to future development of Shenzhen City.

As Figure shows, existing economy system in urban village is quite linear while the new vision tends to use makers as catalyst to integrate with local production as well as leading the gradual change in current economy system through introducing new infrastructures.

According to observation and research, only buildings, infrastructure and public space always stay the same no matter who lives here. The vision is that urban village could be a place not only get money from migrants but could also contribute to life quality of villagers especially helping them gain skills and education thus programs for training skills and improving their life quality become important. Meanwhile, maker group also requires certain life quality to sustain their lives and working environment.
Material Shop
Printer Shop
Electronic Shop
Second Hand Furniture Shop
The functions listed above are directly related to existing and future possible usages of spaces in Futian Village. It could be categorized as three dimensions, education, production and working & living purposes. With considerations of local production activities, networking expects to be built through flow of money, flow of material and flow of knowledge and how these new functions could be integrated with existing public spaces to become new center for economy and knowledge.
Maker Space
4.13 RELATIONSHIP AMONG DIFFERENT FUNCTIONS

Like, house owner could provide 10-20% house to makers and they could use future share of company as a return for the benefit they earn when staying in the house. Local second hand shops could sell their products or buy cheap vocational training product from maker school to improve their repairing skills and gain better knowledge, same for their children’s. Public schools here are not accepting migrants’ children. We could use makerspace as an informal learning place for both children from migrants and citizens’ children which will definitely provide chance for them to meet up and build up a friendship from that. Two ways of knowledge, active learning and negative learning were provided to public.
New Infrastructure and Functions in New Economy System, made by author
Interventions related to New Economy in Futian Village

**Education**
1. Makerspace for Public
2. Makerspace in School
3. Skill Center
4. Public Space Used as Occasional Activity

**Production**
5. Hardware Shop
6. Repair Shop
7. Second-Hand Shop
8. Steel Shop
9. Special Material Shop
10. Recycle Center
11. Maker Shop
12. Prototype Factory

**Working and Living**
13. Makerspace
14. Soho
Physically, networking among these functions could be achieved through corridor among building. Gaps between buildings could be used as expantions for giving migrants’ autonomy in deciding their own spaces along with more collective spaces provided. It decreases negative spaces in urban village while using them as a source for creating more funcitonal spaces. Collective spaces are expected to be introduced like that in other blocks also and these new functions would diversify public space types in such densed built environment.

It intends to reveal the possibility of existing building structures and means better usage of these fixed amenity in urban village. Meanwhile, creating physical networking among people living in different buildings.
ADAPTATIONS OF CURRENT SPACES

Public Space

- Education Space
- Co-Working Space
- Outdoor Working Space
INDUSTRY BUILDING ADAPTATION

EXISTING PUBLIC SPACE ADAPTATION
These three main public spaces expect to host more functions such as group event, maker faire, marketing event. Existing nodes are expected to be built as opportunity for creating nodes in urban village to bring this maker movement to public, which will becomes essence of second stage strategy, aggregating. Aggregating means attracting more stakeholders to be involved in this maker movement by sharing the common vision of the whole village. It is about creating aggregation of the workforce related to maker movement, meanwhile, creating more job opportunities related to that.
Here is one illustration of detailed usage of the space in industry building area of Futian Village. It intends to explore the possibility of these spaces and how they could contribute to the maker movement spatially. It is not relacing current functions and social relationship but gradually transformed it by introducing new economic schedule.
New Bicycle Lane and Bike Packing Area in Futian Village, made by Author
In terms of infrastructure, new functions will be mainly located in industry building block where most of the space is used for residential purposes now. Following the building guidance we proposed for small scale, connections between buildings expect to be established since the ideal is not to replace current residential functions. In that sense, connection between buildings above ground floor would function as a belt to link all the building together and create an effective production space for makers but still keep the residential functions. Roof areas of these buildings are now occupied by illegal constructions with shade. These negative places could be reactivated as public purpose for community buildings.

Meanwhile, existing production space in ground floors of buildings such as second hand furniture store, recycle center and logistic space will be expected to connect with maker related functions we proposed.
Functions including co-working space, makerspace, prototype factory, material shop, maker shop, makerspace and recycle center are designated in close distance because of the spillover effect. Geographical proximity will create an atmosphere for makers, migrants and people who are interested. Such sense of maker creation will provide soft infrastructure in education aspect, specifically for children of migrants and young adults who expect to learn more after their working. It also provides more job opportunity in terms of production, engineering. It will be a process for improving people knowledge in know-how, maybe not about know-why.

Through creating new flows of materials, money, knowledge, the functions of new infrastructure and facilities intends to establish a community of makers meanwhile breaking the resource monopoly created by urban villagers.
Meanwhile, evolutionary development will continue happening in urban village blocks regarding the autonomy we provide for both villagers and makers. As the diagram indicates, gap between buildings will be filled up to provide more space for users. Sharing space for hanging clothes, pocket public space, even working space, sharing kitchen could be introduced. It turns current negative space into positive spaces to create either affordable living environment or life quality for residents.
CONCLUSION

To conclude, this scale intervention is about providing infrastructure for locals and maker groups. Using public space as mediation for different social groups for meeting and having diversified activities. It is an opportunity for both groups to have a different view about space in urban village and also build up a real community through such new social-economic relationships. Compared to the established economy which is heavily based on migrants, strategy shows a different attitude towards the role of villagers in urban village. Instead of only harvesting from constant change, they could also become investors to invest in the future of urban village meanwhile, providing new infrastructure for better living environment.
1.0 Government Led Urban Regeneration Model

Government will take the responsibility to complete the pre-land development, and then use the market-oriented auction to sell the lands. Local government acts as the main body of the village redevelopment, including overall redevelopment policy for urban village, demolition compensation for villagers, relocation plan for urban villagers and transition plan for resettlement, villagers resettlement program development and implementation. The government in the development of urban villages after the transformation program, by the financial investment to solve the demolition of the villagers residential compensation, the Government bear the responsibility of the villagers resettlement, and at the same time to complete the demolition of urban villages after the tender, auction to sell the remaining land to benefit.
The above model can easily lead to two extremes: in most areas, large-scale “movement” type of demolition is often a serious shortage of compensation, violent demolition, mass incidents, and even vicious events greatly increased frequency; and in a small number of economically developed areas, the villagers asking price is too high, it is difficult to talk about the conditions, resulting in urban village renovation project is difficult to advance.

2.0 Village-Joint Company Led Urban Regeneration Model

In the second collective self-transformation model, the village committee is often self-financing development, complete demolition resettlement, relocation construction and commercial housing construction work. After the transformation is completed, the village collective will be the remaining housing market sales, the formation of rolling devel
opment. However, this model exists in the construction process can not obtain loans, residential development quality is not high, the infrastructure is difficult to place, the development of residential “small property room” can not be listed and many other issues. Therefore, this model is only a very small number of collective economic strength of the village can be implemented.

3.0 Village-Joint Company and Developer Led Regeneration Model

At present, some places began to explore the model of cooperation between developers and the village collective transformation. Such as Shenzhen in 2009 released the “Shenzhen City Urban Renewal Measures” to encourage developers and village collective cooperation transformation, and developed a set of methods and measures. However, developers involved in the transformation may bring some problems: First of all,
profit maximization as the fundamental driver, is likely to not conducive to social harmony mode of operation to transform. Second, the developer’s capital structure to a small amount of self-owned funds to increase the amount of bank loans, may lead to developers because of credit policy adjustment into difficulties, can not be completed on time or even exit the transformation. Finally, due to the city’s “city village” a large number of different sizes, small village not only covers less, there may be cut into pieces by road, the developers lack of attractiveness(陶陶 and 陶陶, 2011).
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BRIDGING

AGGREGATING

Framing

Informal Forms

NATIONAL ENTERPRISES

SHANGHAI BUSINESS

CONFABULATION

CONSUMERS

MANUFACTURING MAESTROS

HUAQINGBEI COMMERCE COMMUNITY

GOVERNMENT
4.15 Scenarios

First two scales intend to develop the urban village as a strong social-economy system while forming a strong maker community by providing new infrastructure and facilities. The intangible network in urban village is revealed or activated by new groups of people while villagers also start looking at village in long run instead of only short term for compensation only. After community is built up, it is important to think how urban village could be connected to context or larger system again. In that sense, larger scale connection will face an uncertain future which depends on who will decide the future.
urban village. As we discussed before, three different redevelopment models exist under current social, political and social conditions. These three different models all depend on the stakeholders involved. If we simplify it, we could predict that there will be three kinds of pathway that Futian village could follow in the future. It is mainly about the land right so belonging of land right will become the decided point of future of urban village.

According to the stakeholder analysis, villager joint company owns the most essential voice in local scale in term of village development because they have the land right. Villagers own the buildings and collective company.
The thinking behind first scenario is that developers would seek for profit maximum and its geographical location would create additional profit by real estate development. Chasing after money but still keeping the most functional part of the urban village as a marketing strategy for attracting renters and potential investors. High density will compensate for the money they paid for purchasing the lands from villagers but local building design strategy may be kept for high rising building design. It will become a marketing project directly which will be used by both developer and government as a new maker business area.
Business as usual would base on growth of current spatial development which is about adaptation of building typology. Negative space will be taken use but these spaces may not fully satisfy future demand for connection with formal economy and governmental vision. In order to bring new function, root area will be used as strategy for new group people. This strategy will respect current typology while creating new space for creative class and quality working and living space. Instead of conflicting in land right, air right will be new aspect villagers could control. In that sense, urban village become symbolic project and place itself which will become attractive for creative workers. It will represent a experimentalism in both innovation development and urban space development.
Governmental attitude towards maker city 2.0 will be positive from the case of Dafen. However, new functions will be proposed by government to increase the influence of these grassroots development which will rely on different typology. Analysis on context of Futian Village, central park, industry building along the river, one port will be potential assets government will take use. Instead of seeking transforming space in urban village, using flagship projects could be a win-win strategy for integration local development with governmental vision. These space would provide a large stage for makers while create a new node in current place.
4.16 CONCLUSION

Maker city 2.0 does not negative the significance of Maker City 1.0 instead saw it as starting point for empowering migrants and subversion purpose. It intends to enlarge the influence of maker city through including migrants in grassroots innovation, meanwhile foster the local social-economic production means. It is an explanation and interpretation that grassroots innovation in Shenzhen is not an end, but a means to next phase of innovation in Shenzhen inevitably triggers our imagination about what this next phase will do it for its citizens, especially the grassroots community that has been underrepresented for too long. The design intervention in urban village starts from building typology which aims at influencing the life of citizens in urban village directly. It does not focus on the existing vertical vitality but also turning the current negative space, such as intervals between buildings, roof area and surface area. Using policy to ensure the flexibility of the buildings will give renters and villagers more autonomy on their own spaces, meanwhile provide the change for building up collectivity and evolutionary possibility. Village scale design interventions intends to increase the life quality of urban village through providing new infrastructure and facility for both existing migrants and makers. The relationship among different stakeholders influences pathway of future development of urban village. Especially, how government as a player or not as a player in urban redevelopment could provide different scenarios for possible future.
REFLECTION
1 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RESEARCH AND DESIGN

The inception point of the research is not site based, but it originates from a social phenomenon. It intends to reveal the spatial consequence of society, which is caused by social, political and economic sequences. As the diagram (Figure 1) illustrates, the site, Huaqiangbei area where Shanzhai Movement is initiated, provides a base for connecting theoretical research and spatial response. This analysis generally contributes to the principle of using physical environment as an element to foster social movement. Research techniques that were used are both implicit (personal conception) and explicit (references, experimental, comparative research). Combination of information and intuitions research provides enough knowledge for answering the research question, which is in terms of environmental demand from different social groups. Design proposals for case
chosen will conversely influence the existing socio-economical relationship and contributing to urban design framework on involving social innovation in urban redevelopment. Thus in this project, relationship between research and design is more arguing for the relationship between society and space and how they influence each other in a way for more inclusive community building.

2 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE THEME OF THE GRADUATION LAB AND THE SUBJECT/CASE STUDY CHOSEN BY THE STUDENT WITHIN THIS FRAMEWORK (LOCATION/OBJECT)

The graduation lab of the author is Design and Politics, of which the topic is city of comings and goings. It deals with the theme migration this year (2016-2017). This year’s studio is trying to explore how we could design buildings, cities and landscapes that make the best of our restless lives, that profit from the constant exchange of people, that can withstand the pressures of a growing and shrinking, ever changing population.

Corresponding to the theme of the studio, the urban village in Shenzhen is chosen for the research. The case study I used for detailed design is a typical typology of an urban village in Shenzhen. As an arrival city, urban village functions as the transition place for migrants, where around 50% of the migrants of the city are accommodated. It witnessed the constant change, comings and goings of migrants in Shenzhen during the past 20 years.
Thus design interventions in the project start from the constant change in urban village. The author understands that city of comings and goings is about flows of money, ideas and materials. According to the social theory of space and the theory of the space of flows, space is the expression of society (Castells and Castells, 1998). Since our societies are undergoing structural transformation, it is a reasonable hypothesis to suggest that new
spatial forms and processes are currently emerging. As research indicates, what are always staying the same in urban village are the building typologies, public space and the socio-economic system. Interventions on these three aspects will bring a different value towards an urban redevelopment in urban village. It is about providing short term or long term citizenship for migrants through sharing facilities and new infrastructure, such as education space, skill center and employment opportunities. Meanwhile, using urban village as an incubator for ‘makers’, these grassroots innovations challenges the paradigm shift currently taking place in Shenzhen from top-down planning towards a new wave of experimentalism and grassroots developments.

In this connection the Design as Politics Studio fulfilled perfectly the questions put forward by the problem analysis.

3 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE METHODOICAL LINE OF APPROACH OF THE GRADUATION LAB AND THE METHOD CHOSEN BY THE STUDENT IN THIS FRAMEWORK

The graduation lab of the author is design as politics. This chair sees politics in the widest sense possible and defines it as the level in society where conflicts among stakeholders become visible and are being solved. Hence, politics and Design are not understood separately, but rather as politics as an essential aspect of design along with the simultaneous situation that design is an equally tool for political action. By looking
at the realm of politics, the tool set of the designer will be renewed, while the spatial perspective of developments in society will be considered to enrich the existing set of political instruments. My research contributes to the research question of this studio, “What is the uniqueness of the government as a player in the society forces, and how does this expresses in the built environment?” To answer that, the studio is trying to explore, first, the historic and fundamental relationship between architecture, planning and ‘government’ where design does not only have a functional role in the organization of the territory, but also expresses the values that is highest on the agenda. Secondly, a strong but fragmented demand is recognized by the chair, which is about more control of citizens on their context, as individual, collective, and even on a regional and national level (Design as Politics, 2016).

In my research, I used politics as a tool to do the analysis, form strategy and contribute to the design, eventually reflect to policy. As Castells and Castells (1998) stated, “space is expression of society, not reflection of society.” The design intervention proposed will in turn affect the society and assist in related policy to help community better express themselves in space. Method chosen for research consists of three sections as figure 2 shows. In the section one, History and policy review gave me an insight about the current innovation system and how space can contribute to its development along with the role of government in shaping the Chinese innovation typology in China. Meanwhile, it demonstrates the fact that grassroots
innovation model in Shenzhen reflects the strong demand from locals for their own environments. How locals use their own intelligence through collective efforts to fight with governmental organizations contributed to the principles for later design intervention. Section two is about identifying the local demands which is also in line with the potential but fragmented demand for more control on their environment, as individual, collective and even on a regional scale. Politics review helped me identify the mismatching between local demand and national culture. Relocating ‘makerspace’ in national innovation system revealed the fact that a gap exists between national culture and grassroots risky culture in term of innovation. It suggested that new value should be introduced to the current maker movement, which is about making mistakes, taking risks and making as a lifestyle. Final part of the research intends to use urban village as case study to explore the possibility of using makers as a hint for inclusive urban redevelopment. The relationship and accord among different stakeholders influences a pathway of future development of urban villages. Especially, how government as a player or not as a player in urban redevelopment could provide different scenarios for a possible future.

Therefore the methodical line offered by the studio perfectly matched to the methodical line chosen by the project.

4 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE PROJECT AND THE WIDER SOCIAL CONTEXT
The project seeks to explore a new way of urban redevelopment method in Shenzhen, which assists in incubating urban grassroots innovations. This thesis argues that urban planning and design should not just limit to the spatial and economic aspects, but it should also consider social aspects. When redevelopment projects are proposed and planned in cities, existing social relationship especially when the community is always being ignored and its essence is not appreciated and considered by the decision makers. However, redevelopment should not be simplified to destroying the building, providing compensation and relocating house owners. It needs to go beyond the physical structure of urban village or other typologies, and bring an understanding of intangible network of communities in the entire city. Thus the project is about revealing the local assets and how could emerging grassroots development strategies integrate with the local community. It provides another possibility for a city of comings and goings where migrants are not underrepresented and could even earn certain levels of autonomy in their environment. The flows of comings and goings could benefit migrants and provide added values to urban redevelopment, which is about inclusive urban redevelopment and social inclusion.

As Lam (2016) emphasized, it is an explanation and interpretation that grassroots innovation in Shenzhen is not an end, but a means to next phase of innovation in Shenzhen inevitably triggers our imagination about how its citizens will be treated in next phase, especially the grassroots communities that have been underrepresented for a long
time. The analogy he used in the article may be appropriate for Shenzhen, an egg: “impacting from the outside would provide food for others, but impacting it from within would breed a life of its own”.
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